
CASTLEMAINE SAYS YES CAMPAIGN: A placed-based approach

Mount Alexander Shire is a small local

government area in central Victoria that is lucky

to enjoy a diverse and relatively accepting

community. Despite this, there are high levels

of psychological distress and above average

suicide rates. Evidence shows that these will be

much higher in the LGBTIQ* community.  

 

As a community we began witnessing a rise in

the levels of stress and anxiety during the

recent marriage equality postal vote. People

were genuinely distressed over the public

debate about their private lives. 

   

Community conversations mobilized different

sectors and very quickly a network of service

providers and affected community members

came together to plan how to support the

LGBTIQ community through this difficult time. 

How it all began

Local Need put into action

The coalescing of a partnership occurred very

quickly. Initially this included Castlemaine

Community House (CCH), Castlemaine District

Community Health (CDCH), Castlemaine

Secondary College, Central Victorian Primary

Care Partnership (CVPCP), Mount Alexander

Shire Council and a core group of LGBTIQ

community members. LGBTIQ members of this

group were able to represent community needs

and incorporate the views of the Castlemaine

Secondary College’s diversity group (young

LGBTIQ students).  

 

The LGBTIQ community wanted to see visible

support around town and be aware of a service

support system should they require it. 

developing a list of local, regional and national

supports.

distributing flyers to schools and service

providers 

starting weekly support group, led by two

local LGBTIQ community leaders. 
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MENTAL WELLBEING SUPPORT

We made the community aware of support

services by:

Community Campaign

A group of experienced local activists developed

the Castlemaine Says YES campaign which

complemented our other efforts. Guidance was

sought from state-based YES campaign

manager, who provided us with focus and

strategic advice. The local campaign included:

distribution of YES posters and YES badges

through local businesses and at weekly

market stalls 

70 locals gathered and marched from CCH to

the post office to perform a mass posting of

ballot forms. 

The Theatre Royal Castlemaine hosted the

YES result announcement with 250 locals

attending.

*LGBTIQ: Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex and queer (or questioning)

intersex 



Paint the town rainbow

In response to the need for visible support, one

of the first tasks was to paint the town rainbow,

This was done by:

encouraging local organisations and

businesses to visibly show their support 

encouraging the community to share and

celebrate their support on our Facebook page 

a group of service providers and community

members officially requested the Mount

Alexander Shire to fly the rainbow flag to

show support for the community (This was

voted down at a council meeting which

caused a great deal of distress for the

community) 

supporting Letters of love – a public display of

support for LGBTIQ friends in Castlemaine

where businesses displayed letters of love 

Lisa Chesters our Federal MP came to

Castlemaine to do a photo shoot with over 70

people attending. 

ILLEGAL ACTS OF LOVE

The visibility of the campaign along with a

response to the council’s refusal to fly the

rainbow flag, meant that many other random

activities were initiated by community

members. 

These included the

rainbow flag being

projected onto buildings

at night and coins being

painted in rainbow

colours.

Why was it successful

The success of this place-based response to the

harm caused by the marriage equality debate

can be attributed to a number of factors specific

to this local action, in particular that it was

community led and built on existing strengths

and connections, including:

established networks of service providers with

the capacity and understanding of the local

community 

Community trust in these established

networks 

LGBTIQ group members were the key

decision makers within the network  

Activities had clear objectives and external

expertise was sought to ensure these also

aligned with broader campaign objectives 

All members of the group were supported to

be involved in a way that suited their passions

and skills

Castlemaine Community House became the

hub for all activities and provided a safe,

neutral space for organising activities 

Despite the amount of activities taking place,

the network was able to gently align the

effort. 

what happened next

Work has continued after the successful YES

vote:

A day-long Castlemaine Pride event was held

to celebrate our local diversity with over 400

people in attendance. 

CDCH in partnership with CCH and CVPCP

were successful in obtaining funding for a

project to create a network of community

leaders and build their capacity and that of

service providers to advocate on local LGBTIQ

issues.
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Formation of a

community-

based diversity

group for young

people. 


